Stainless clubheads for a spotless round

Now you can have the gleaming beauty of stainless in top-quality irons.

There's a "sweet" confident feel to an iron with a head of ARMCO Stainless. That's the verdict of pros in actual play.

These new clubheads are made of a special grade of ARMCO Stainless Steel. There's no plating to wear or buff off—they're solid, bright, rustless metal. Stainless clubheads are harder and stronger, resist nicking and scratching. They clean like magic.

These new clubs with ARMCO Stainless heads will be along this spring. Watch for them.

The American Rolling Mill Company
971 CURTIS STREET MIDDLETOWN, OHIO

DUBOW DIVISION OF ARMCO

Symbol of Golf Club Excellence

THOUGH the demand will over-tax our capacity for some months to come, we will not sacrifice the high quality of workmanship and materials that made the Dubow trademark a symbol of golf club excellence.

However, every effort will continue toward shortening the time when we can serve you more promptly. Thank you for your patience.

J. A. DUBOW MFG. CO.
1905-13 Milwaukee Ave. Chicago 4, Ill.

Development of younger pro and amateur playing talent and would bring into competition home club pros who have excellent games and scoring skill but can't leave their clubs for the long jumps of the present tournament schedule. He thinks that mid-week 36 hole events would draw good fields and galleries sufficient to make the tournaments interesting, profitable and displays of hot competition. Kiley also points out that the smaller towns afford a great field for golf development that now isn't being attended to by pro competitions, exhibitions and demonstrations.

USGA CAUTIONS AMATEURS ON PRIZE AWARDS

In a strong warning to amateur golfers, Isaac B. Grainger, Chairman of the Amateur Status and Conduct Committee of the USGA, has cautioned that, while it was permissible during the war years for amateurs to accept war bonds and other government securities up to $100 as prizes, they will sacrifice their amateur standing if they accept them now.

Grainger pointed out that, "We are now back on the full pre-war basis which denies to an amateur golfer the privilege of playing in a match, tournament, or exhibition with the intention or hope of accepting money or its equivalent as a prize or as compensation."